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Joe Rivera to Present at The HOT Buttons of HR
Event
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News
 

 Naman Howell employment law attorney Joe Rivera is set to present at The HOT

Buttons of HR event on April 25, 2019. The event is being put on by the Society of

Human Resources, Heart of Texas Chapter and will feature Joe Rivera presenting ADA

and FMLA updates to HR professionals, business owners, and more from all over Central

Texas. Additionally, there will be other individuals presenting on their expertise in the

areas of background screening, off-duty employee conduct, domestic violence in the

workplace, and more.

The event will start at 8:00AM with breakfast beforehand and all interested individuals

are welcome to signup to attend. Additionally, This event has also been approved for

4.25 hours of continuing legal education (CLE) by the State Bar of Texas and is pending

approval for 5.5 HR (General) recertification credit hours toward a PHR™, PHR®,

PHRca®, SPHR®, GPHR®, PHRi™, SPHRi™ recertification through HR Certification

Institute's® (HRCI®).

If interested in furthering your employment law knowledge with Mr. Rivera, and the

other talented presenters, please click the link below to visit the HOT SHRM signup

page.

Heart of Texas SHRM – The HOT Buttons of HR

About Joe Rivera

Joe’s practice is devoted to civil litigation, with a focus on business litigation,

employment matters, and tax litigation and controversies. Joe’s training and experience

fosters his representation of clients in these areas.

While earning his degree in accounting, Joe trained as a revenue agent with the Internal

Revenue Service. This experience gave Joe an understanding of investigation and

enforcement procedures by a government agency, which Joe applies in representing

clients in dealing with government agencies such as the Department of Labor, the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission, and the Texas Workforce Commission. This

experience is especially helpful to Joe’s efforts on behalf of taxpayers in dealing with

government agencies. Joe has represented clients in proceedings involving the Internal
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Revenue Service, Texas Comptroller’s Office, and local taxing authorities.

 To learn more about Joe Rivera and the firm’s robust Employment Law practice, please

visit our Employment Law Practice Page.

About Naman Howell Smith & Lee, PLLC

 Since 1917, Naman Howell Smith & Lee has been providing individuals and businesses

throughout Texas with the personal attentiveness and expertise they need on their legal

matters when they need it most. We pride ourselves on our heritage, vision, and

exceptional results. For more information about Naman Howell, please visit

namanhowell.com.
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